Sociology Department Committees, 2013-14

Chair
Oliver

Associate Chair
Schwartz

Department Administrator
Tina Hunter

ADA Coordinator
Rogers

Advanced Standing Committee
Seidman, Fujimura, Gilbert, Frascona

Applied Masters Program Planning
Raymo, Grodsky, Schaeffer, Frascona, DEPTADMIN

Assistant Professor Review
Ferree, Raymo, Elder

Associate Professor Review

Budget and Post-tenure review
Oliver, Carlson, Schaeffer

Building/Space
Schwartz, DEPTADMIN

Colloquia and Public Lectures
Seidman

Concentration in Analysis and Research
Raymo, Carlson, Schwartz, Jacobson

Curriculum (course proposal review)
Ermakoff, DeLamater, Jacobson, GRAD STUDENT

Department Meeting Representative
GRAD STUDENT

Development
Montgomery, Elwert, D Maynard, Raymo, DEPTADMIN, Dingman (UWF)

Employee Assistance Officer
Petersen

Evaluation and Improvement of Instruction
Schwartz, Elder, Jacobson GRAD STUDENT, UNDERGRAD STUDENT

Executive Committee
Tenured Faculty

Faculty Awards
Wright, Ferree, Palloni, Rogers

Faculty Senate (alternates listed second)
Ermakoff (Freeland) 2011-14
Liu (ALT) 2011-14
Nobles (Lim) 2011-14

Graduate Admissions and Awards
Freeland, Carlson, Wright, + CES

Graduate Exchange Planning
Gerber, Montgomery, DEPTADMIN, Frascona

Director of Graduate Studies
Freeland

Graduate Advisor
Frascona

Undergraduate Advisor
Jacobson

Graduate Program Curriculum, Review & Assessment
DeLamater, Ermakoff, Emirbayer, Palloni, Conti, Lim, Frascona, Green+ Student

Graduate Recruitment Hospitality
Freeland, Frascona, STAFF, graduate students

Honors Program (Alpha Kappa Delta)
Oliver, Jacobson

L&S Advising
Jacobson

Minority Recruitment and Retention
Freeland, Curtis, Goffman, Frascona, STAFF, graduate students

Ph.D. Minor
Frascona

Placement
DeLamater, Lim

Search
Schwartz, Oliver, Ferree, Gerber, Miller, Diaz

Sexual Harassment Contact
Schwartz

SSCC Department Representative
Logan

Small Grants
Freeland, Oliver, Frascona

Social Events
Massoglia, Engelman, Goffman, Liu, Nate Ela, Katie Fallon, Johanna Quinn

Student Progress and Program Data
Logan, Frascona, Babcock

Undergraduate Awards
Jacobson, Elder, Emirbayer

Undergraduate Major Events
Nobles, Jacobson, Babcock

Undergraduate Curriculum, Program Planning and Assessment
Elwert, Massogila, Maynard, Jacobson

GRAD STUDENT, UNDERGRAD STUDENT

Web
Schwartz, Clear, Oliver
Chair’s Assistant, Alex Hanna

Wisconsin Update
Grant, Chair’s Assistant